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IN-DEPTH IN
Recently reopened to visitors following cyclone damage last year, 
Lizard Island is well-placed at the top end of the Great Barrier Reef 
for scientifi c investigation of the world’s largest living organism. 

WORDS DAVID LEVELL

“PARDON MY SALTY HANDS” is what every 
scientist on Lizard Island says before a welcoming handshake, 
but this is hands-on (or rather, hands-in) tropical marine 
fi eldwork, and salt water is their element.

Well-known as one of Queensland’s most secluded and 
exclusive luxury island resorts, Lizard has another side, 
literally. A short drive across the hilly, 10sq km granite island 
leads to Lizard Island Research Station (LIRS), one of only 
four island-based scientifi c outposts on the Great Barrier Reef 
– not many considering its 900 islands and surface area of 
fi ve Tasmanias. One Tree and Heron Island stations are at 
the Reef’s southern extremity, off  Gladstone. Orpheus, near 
Townsville, covers the midsection, but Lizard Island, 270km 
above Cairns, has the immense north all to itself. 

Reopened on March 1 after a $30m, 11-month rebuild 
following Cyclone Ita’s visit last year, Lizard Island Resort has 
added even more luxury with The Villa, a new two-bedroom 
suite with sweeping ridgetop sea views and its own plunge 
pool. By contrast, LIRS was only out of action for two months. 
At fi rst glance it looks rather like a tropical getaway itself, if 
not quite as salubrious as the resort, which offers guests 

twice-weekly tours of the facility. One look at the station’s 
palmy, balmy beach and thoughts naturally run to deckchairs 
and daiquiris. But rows of vat-like seawater tanks, lab rooms 
and businesslike watercraft show that while visiting scientists 
may be living their dream, they’re certainly not on holiday.

Operated by the Australian Museum (Sydney), LIRS hosts 
marine biologists from all over the world, supporting a 
diversity of inquiry as broad as the sea around it. In 2014, 144 
scientists from seven countries undertook 127 projects on the 
island, involving some 4000 dives in nearby waters. Almost 
100 new scientifi c publications arose from LIRS-hosted fi eld-
work, adding to the 1700 or so since LIRS opened in 1973.

Lyle Vail, from Minnesota, and Sydney-born Anne Hoggett 
have been the station’s directors for almost 25 years. They met 
here in the 1980s when Hoggett, a zoologist, was assisting 
Vail’s PhD in marine biology. Their son, Alex, grew up on 
Lizard – the only resident child – and is completing his own 
marine biology PhD via a Cambridge University scholarship.

For Vail, Lizard’s relatively pristine natural beauty makes it 
the ideal workplace. “Lizard Island is more isolated than many 
central and southern Barrier Reef locations, so it’s subjected � 
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Lizard Island Research Station vessels
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to fewer human impacts,” he says. “As a national park surrounded by 
a marine park, it has a very high level of environmental protection. 
Not surprisingly, there’s spectacular wildlife on land and in the water.”

Aside from the expected dazzling array of reef fi sh, this wealth of 
fauna extends to nesting green turtles, shallow-water gardens of 2m 
giant clams, a colony of black fl ying foxes and the free-ranging sand 
goannas for which Captain Cook named the island in 1770.

Serviced by a fortnightly supply barge, LIRS accommodates up to 
37 scientists in four houses – a 20 per cent increase in capacity made 
possible by a recently completed 30th Anniversary Development 
project. Solar panels typically provide electricity for 17-18 hours a day, 
heating water sourced from the island’s convenient freshwater aquifer. 
The expansion could have been greater, but as Vail says, “We need to 
minimise our impacts on the terrestrial and marine environments, 
and 37 visitors is the most that four station staff  can handle while 
providing a safe working environment.”

TODAY, 12 SCIENTISTS are on site, although 23 left this 
morning and more are, as ever, on the way. Dr Shelby Temple 
(University of Bristol) is here to make octopuses fl inch, seeking insight 
into their eyesight. Although lacking colour vision, octopuses have 
a literally superhuman ability to see polarised light, able to observe 
objects we can only detect through polarised sunglasses. Temple’s 
experiment investigates this capability by manipulating the instinctive 
octopus reaction to a perceived threat. Placed next to an occupied 
tank, a specially modifi ed computer screen fi lls with looming shapes 
at the press of the button, large and sudden enough to alarm an 
octopus. Measuring reactions to variously polarised images quantifi es 
their ability to detect slight changes in polarisation.

The study requires a remarkable precaution – every tank lid is held 
down with a couple of dive weights. Without this extra security, the 
octopuses are liable to lift their glass covers and haul themselves out 
– and perhaps even drop into neighbouring tanks to eat their friends. 

In the lab next door, Professor Megan Porter (University of South 
Dakota) is studying a reef denizen that sees a lot of colour – perhaps 

more than any other living species. Human 
eyes have three types of photoreceptor, but 
the mantis shrimp has 16, including four 
that should enable them to see ultraviolet 
colours beyond our comprehension. But 
how good is their vision, really? The project involves four universities, 
three weeks on Lizard and plenty of molecular and genetic analysis.

Meeting a mantis shrimp is a sure cure for using the word “shrimp” 
to mean something puny. These tiny terrors are disproportionately 
heavy hitters who strike their prey with gunfi re rapidity – as fast as a 
.22 rifl e shot. Some can punch cracks in aquarium glass, and their 
nickname – thumbsplitters – indicates exactly what they’ll do if care-
lessly handled. Sticking a pencil into a cup holding a caterpillar-sized 
specimen provokes instant violence – claws snap loudly in a lightning 
lunge and the pencil recoils with surprising force. 

Other recent projects include under-studied herbivorous reef-
dwellers such as parrotfi sh. With algae blooms from agricultural 
run-off  an ever-increasing threat, the research spotlight has turned to 
species whose appetites may help check this menace. 

Having lost half its coral cover since 1985 – mainly to tropical storms 
and crown-of-thorns starfi sh (natural predators favoured by manmade 
changes in water chemistry) – the Great Barrier Reef is also facing a 
complex raft of climate change-related threats including rises in sea 
level, ocean acidity and water temperature. Much more must be 
learned about the Reef’s intricate web of life if it is to be managed and 
protected. LIRS, Vail points out, plays a pivotal role, enabling 
cutting-edge on-site research and also acting as a training facility for 
new scientists via educational programs.  

Simply by presenting the Great Barrier Reef at its unspoiled best, 
Lizard Island furnishes scientists and holidaymakers alike with a 
powerful motivation to fi ght for its future. Who could come away not 
wanting such magnifi cence to be conserved for all time? A
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✚ Further information 
at lizardisland.com.au 
and australianmuseum.
net.au/Lizard-Island-
Research-Station

 B For airfares and holiday packages to Lizard Island call Qantas 
Holidays on 1300 339 543 or visit qantas.com/holidaysaustralianway

ECOTOURISM QUEENSLAND

Blue-green pullers over an acroporid coral, 
Lizard Island; Dr Vanessa Messmer (James 
Cook University) tests fish metabolism (left)


